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Police officers or certified private security officers, operating in the line of
duty, who are authorized to carry firearms;
In areas approved by the town manager as practice ranges or for sport
shooting; and
For hunting small game, namely, squirrel, rabbit, dove and quail, using
shotguns with shot only.

8. During December 2019,I called Josh Gruber who is the Assistant Town Manager for Hilton
HeadIsland. The purpose in my call was to discuss the deer culling process and my concern that
it violates Section 17-5-111. During our conversation, it was my understanding that the town
would not pursue any action for private communities who conduct a deer culling so long as the
proper authorization was granted by SCDNR.
On December 11, 2019,I emailed Josh to confirm my understanding of our conversation (see
attached, Exhibit E). On December 12, 2019, Josh responed to my email and confirmed my
understanding (See attached, Exhibit F).
9. On December 30, 2019, David Henderson provided the following information via email
regarding his education/experience:
"I received my BS (1995) and MS (1998) in Forest Resources with a concentration in wildlife
management from the University of Georgia. My thesis, "Responses of Urban Deer and
Perceptions of Residents to a 50% Reduction in Local Herd Density" examined the inherent
conflicts presented when high densities of deer coexist with high numbers of humans. My thesis
produced two peer reviewed professional publications and three professional presentations. In
2003I received Certified Wildlife Biologist accreditation from the Wildlife Society.
After graduating in 1998I became employed by a gated community on Hilton HeadIsland, a
positionI hold to the present day.I also provide deer management services on a consulting basis.
Since 1999I have safely, humanely and efficiently removed approximately 5,000 deer from
sixteen South Carolina communities and two out of state communities.I have obtained extensive
experience over the past twenty years and have a proven track record of achieving program
objectives while professionally operating within complex environments."
David further provided the following references:
• Hilton Head Plantation;
• Sea Pines Plantation;
• Indio Run; and
• Berkeley Hall
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Conclusion:
Palmetto Dunes POA has received complaints/concerns regarding the deer population in
Palmetto Dunes. Specifically, property owners have voiced their complaints/concerns regarding
damage to ornamental vegetation that is caused by deer feeding on their property. During recent
years, there have been no significant amount of reported vehicle accidents in Palmetto Dunes
with respect to deer.
Since 2014, Palmetto Dunes POA has completed four deer surveys. At the conclusion of the
2019 survey, Folk Land Management stated that the deer density for Palmetto Dunes was high
and recommended a harvest of 25 deer. On behalf of Palmetto Dunes POA, Folk Land
Management has made application to SCDNR to receive a permit and tags for a deer culling in
January-February 2020. Said application was made in advance of board approval due to
permitting constraints. The issuance of the permit and tags does not mandate that a culling must
occur.
Folk Land Management has recommended a service provider to conduct the deer culling and the
total costs should not exceed $5,000. The method used for harvesting the deer by the
recommended service provider is a suppressed .223 long rifle.
Should the board decide that a deer culling is necessary, considerable discussion is recommended
regarding the use of a firearm in a densly populated area.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Andrew Schumacher, Chief Operating Officer

FROM:

Ben Brown, Principal Planner & Project Manager

RE:

Palmetto Dunes Deer Management Program

DATE:

August 18, 2014

Background:
PDPOA has received feedback from owners and staff that there are an increasing
number of deer in the resort. Particular concerns have been expressed regarding
deer eating ornamental plants in people's yards and on PDPOA property and the
potential danger to motorists from the growing deer population. Since March,
PDPOA management has been talking with other HHI communities and wildlife
consultants about the process for implementing a deer management program. The
following is a summary of our finding.
► David Henderson was repeatedly recommended as a valuable resource
o David started working on a Sea Pines deer management program while
attending graduate school in the mid-1990s
o Fulltime CSA employee from 1998 - present
• Director of Special Projects/ Certified Wildlife Biologist
• Deer sharpshooter
David
recommended PDPOA contact Folk Land Management
o
►

Folk Land Management (Woodland & Wildlife Consultants)
o Folk conducts deer spotlight surveys in late summer, after Labor Day
o After the spotlight survey, they analyze the findings and prepare a
report. The report would be provided to PDPOA and SCDNR. If Folk
concludes there are too many deer per net acre in the resort, they
would recommend a harvest and facilitate all permitting with SCDNR.
Upon SCDNR's approval, PDPOA would hire a sharpshooter (David
Henderson) or conduct the harvest in house (I'm not recommending
this).

General Deer Spotlight Survey Protocol
Dean Harrigal, Certified Wildlife Biologist
folk land Management, Green Pond, SC
Spot light surveys are utilized to estimate deer density on a given area by observing deer at night along a
predetermined route and utilizing a known area of visibility to calculate estimated number of acres- per
deer seen during the survey. Spotlight surveys are not designed to count a total deer population but to
sample a representative sample of an area and the deer numbers found there. Multiple counts along a
repeated route provide for more reliable information on deer density. From over 25 years of experience,
Folk Land Management has determined that two consecutive nights during annual surveys provide
reliable information while remaining cost effective. Repeated annual surveys provide long term
information (an index) about deer densities on an area.
Surveys are conducted along a standardized predetermined route utilizing existing all-weather roads
and trails representing a sample of the landscapes on a particular property. Routes are designed to
minimize double counting of individual animals and to efficiently cover area.
Surveys are conducted at night by at least two observers stationed in the back of a pick-up truck (driven
at 10 mph) utilizing spot lights to locate deer along the survey route. The observers shine their lights
only on the side of the truck they are located. When a deer is spotted (usually by eyeshine) the truck is
halted and the deer is identified as male, female, fawn or unidentified and data recorded. The number
seen along a given route is then tallied.
Observed acreage is calculated along a route by estimating the distance that observers can spot deer
every 1/10 of a mile during a survey. This is typically done in conjunction with the first nighttime survey.
The distance estimates and survey route length are then plugged into a formula to calculate the acreage
surveyed. By using a standardized route this survey acreage remains relatively constant over the long
term.
Data is then analyzed is to calculate the deer density for the area surveyed, along with population
parameters including doe/buck ratio, fawn/doe ratio, herd increment, and percent of unidentified deer.
This information is utilized along with other factors (such as landscape damage and deer/vehicle
incidents) to make recommendations for herd management on a given area.

Reference: S. Jester and Dillard J. Conducting Deer Spotlight Surveys in the Cross-Timber and !Prairies
Region of North and Central Texas, Texas Parks and Wildlife

